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"Untitled"

by Rachel Bommer

We'll Live In a Good Day... by Sarah Doiel

when we learn to love

and put aside our lust,

when our hearts are no longer drenched in red

and our minds come free

of the filth we've let in;

when freedom becomes free;

when justice is served;

when the road home isn't this long;

when the children won't be wrong;

when flowers grow in the city

and not just on a mountain side;

when peace is sought

and self-esteem can't be bought;

when all we've wished for,

hoped for, and dreamed of—comes true...



I'm more myself this way.

by Brian Skol

As the day goes by my high increases.

Creeping.

Crawling.

Soaking into me, making me different with each moment.

My perceptions change like the wind.

I'm lost.

I'm lost in the movement.

The gentle flow of nature.

That gentle wave that sweeps across me.

From the grass, to the trees, the wave.

Then you.

The ocean.

The flow.

The flashbacks occur.

And sinks into my brain.

It's that buzz again.

It's that gentle hum.

I'm numb and aware and wishing for more.

It's the oxygen I crave when I'm ready to come down.

It awakens you in its readiness.

Stalling.

Waiting.

The cold calm before the storm.

—



All useless.

All of them, so, unaware.

So oblivious to life.

So oblivious.

So not like my kind.

Like my kind.

So unidentifiable.

So ready and willing, open minded in our rock faced personas.

The day expresses my mood.

Cold and unmoved.

Ready to rain

Yes the rain, slow and steady, chilling and sad.

What a depressing day

I sit in

And the masks get put onto poor sad faces, the masks they wear

to hide themselves.

From themselves

And now a different outlook from a further standpoint in time.

All those things you thought you couldn't do.

Do them.

You can accomplish all that you set yourself to do.

No matter the pain, or the fatigue, or that nagging phobia that

picks at the back of your head, it picks and pokes and tears

slowly at the back of your neck, and you feel like an explosion is

the only way out.

Til be fine if I could get something to take me
down.

Ignore it; go with the flow of the beat.

Just accept it and run.

Don't think anymore, just react to yourself.

Your own.

Your mind.

You are the only one.

Remember that.

Ignore the ignorant and the oblivious.

Ignore the annoying and remember who you are.

Just react, your instinct is the only thing you need

now. Just improvise.

Learn to listen to yourself.

Learn to accept that incredible high. Let it add to the

memories of the wonderland that is your mind.

Let the decay eat you from the inside out.

I am no more.

Its all so basic.

The only way out.



The Bums
by Sarah Doiel

The drunken mutes are being sung to sleep,

As a pierce rugged hand callously sweeps

Across faces of obsidian and unconsciousness.

Awakened only by the violent dreams of restlessness

From their neighbors couched on either side.

Reeking of last week's trash and this week's recycled favors.

Among these, dead dreams.

And hearts turned to lead.

Seemingly to own the sort of hopelessness

Dreams are supposed to push away.

Abstract

"what ifV and thoughts

Only a father had spoken in fear

Do you wanna end up like-them ?

What if these bodies hadn't intended on these lives?

The endless questions fill more than their heads could contain.

Sadistic collages of lost interest paint their glares.

Steadied only by the drugs that keep them awake.

And the alcohol that puts them to sleep.

Sitting, in silence - for they'd had too much of their own slurs.

And standing takes too much effort.

They are dead in their skins, so to speak.

Unchanged memories, ancient regrets, and some

Comfort away from themselves is all they have left.

"Christina"

by Molly Chesnut



"Untitled"

by Jennifer Taylor

'Everything But My Dignity"

by Sarah Doiel



Evolution of a Child

by Melissa Wangall

When confidence turns into

egotism.

When power turns into

corruption,

When miracles turn into

nothing,

When reasoning turns into

violence.

When the idea of peace becomes a

joke.

When caring becomes a

crime,

When life turns into an

obligation,

When fantasy turns into

reality,

You are no longer a child.

Photos by Dan O'Connell



Staircase

by Amanda Langdon

Generations of family members have walked up and down its stairs, careful as not to track dirt onto the bright tan

carpet. The railing has felt the fingers of children, grandchildren, and great grandchildren, young and old, wear down its

gold finish. The hands of youth, barely etched with the lines that come with the troubles of age and hard living, skip

down the staircase with tiny steps that are filled with laughter and innocence. Aged hands slowly slide down the banis-

ter, holding onto the old metal as though holding onto the last years left of their life, clinging to them with the stubborn-

ness that usually comes with age. Faded white paint reaches toward the ceiling surrounding the staircase, holding all of

the memories that it has seen deep within its walls. In its younger years, it saw little boys and girls skipping merrily

down it, dressed in the clothes worn in that era, with even less worries and more hope for the future than the staircase

could ever remember. With the passing of years, the little boys and girls grew older, and had children of their own.

These children wore different styles of clothing and the blissful ignorance that could be seen in the eyes of the other

children were nowhere to be found in the eyes of these young ones. As the staircase grows with age, it watches those

who once were able to bounce up and down it with ease, slowly tread up and down it with pain. Even so, the genera-

tions continue to tread upon its almost threadbare carpet and run their young and old hands down its tarnished gold

finish. Paint-chipped walls continue to silently watch and keep the memories of the young and old deep within its heart,

made forever of foam and wood.

"The Circle

of Life," by

Dan O'Connell



Effigy

by Melmda Peterson-Fluaitt

Can you hear them? Sense them? The night is a foggy spring, summer or autumn eve. Down in the center of town, the full moon is hazy and a red ring is about

it. The Spirit of the Bear, Turtle, and Badger approach all cautiously. They are seeking those whose hearts and own spirits are attuned. Thump, thump, thump the

drums of the villagers along the Rock River so long ago revive. It is a whisper of a movement, a word whispered in an unknown tongue. Was this their summer
camp? Was this a permanent settlement? Close your eyes and will your Spirit to be quiet, relax and listen with all your being... Thump, thump, thump. ..there is

again the ancient song to the Spirit guides. See the young boys soon to be warriors, gathering around the fire with the elders. Let the mist caress your face, and
the wind gently run its fingers through your hair. Continue to listen with all that you are. ..breathing slowly and deeply and they will come alive before your eyes.

The drumbeat echoes the beat of the Spirit Animals heart. Thump, thump, thump. ..Yes, sink deeper into the mists of time. ..the young warriors-to-be laugh and sit

respectfully listening to the elders as the story of each totem spirit is told. Which one will choose each boy and bring him into manhood? The Turtle, who is said

to carry the world upon his back? The Bear, who is so large, strong and forceful? The Badger who is fiercest of all the woodland animals by far? They speak in

voices of awe as they speak of these matters. For this will be who they become and are guided by all their lives. They will take their very manly names from the

totem animal that will guide them from this night forward. They accept the calmness and solitary quest that is theirs this fateful night. The young ones, who will be

paddled out upon the river in a solitary canoe to fast and wait in quiet. In the night or nights to come they will be chosen. These are the three, the last young ones

of their tribe in this region. Their ways are ancient and will die with them. One by one they go out upon the river to accept the quest. They have been sweated and
prepared, been made pure, no painted symbols as yet adorn their flesh, these will be applied when one is chosen.

Quietly laps the water, the mist enfolds the first one. His mother named him Brown Leaf in their tongue, but this is a child's name. He is ten summers old, has made
his first kills with spear and arrow. Tonight his totem spirit will visit him. He is nervous and finds the night eerie and mystical. His heart beats loudly, so loudly that

he fears the others can hear it and that it will chase the totem spirit away. He places his oar in the canoe and shifts the rock tied with strong sinew ties to the river

bottom. Now he must dream and seek his way. The moon shifts with the stars in the sky. The dream begins. .."Brown Leaf..." he stiffens and listens more intently.

"Brown Leaf, I am here. Look up at the stars and know me for your own." He opens his eyes afraid to look, then bravely. Above him the sky has cleared of the mist

and in a halo the Badger appears and hisses. "Brown Leaf, I claim you for my own. You have always been mine. You will be the protector of all that remain of your

tribe. Make well your nest where others fear to enter it and encounter you." Then the vision fades and the mist once again halos the moon. He blinks three times

and shakes his head to clear it. Has he fallen asleep, yet he knows, his animal spirit is the Badger. His name now is Black Stripe in his tongue. Brown Leaf dips

his finger tips in a pot of clay pigment, which will dry white and paints upon his left upper arm the totem figure of the Badger and downward from there the symbols

that proclaim his new name.

"Protecting

Their Young"

by Steve Barcus



The second one fidgets and half fears to meet his totem spirit, he is not as brave as his

friends, or as athletic. He is one who is enamored of the shaman and longs to follow him

It is the tales of his people and their ways that enthrall him. He longs to memorize each

cure and tale. If only his totem spirit is the right one. He sits in doubt, this one named at

birth. Little Cloud. The name of a dreamer and halfwit his father often reminds him for he

considers it a waste that his fourth born son should sit for hours and listen to the old lonely

shaman. His father is proud of his other three warrior sons who are good hunters. This

one, his mind is too much in the clouds, his skills too weak. Little Cloud shakes his head

to clear his thoughts and focus his heart and head upon the task at hand. His head and heart

cannot be in the clouds this night. He straightens his shoulders and feels the rocking of the

canoe and lets peace descend. The night becomes the dawn and still he has no answer. He

must remain as he is and wait another night. He has failed again.

The third boy is called Feather Edge for his flighty nature and curiosity, which is ever

present. His curiosity will be the death of him his father says and his mother. Yet he loves

to learn and seek new things. His heart and mind are ever centered upon the changing land

and the changing lives of his people. Once they were a mighty tribe of gatherers now the

times are changing. New tribes are coming into their region and the gathering has become

scarce. A new cold too has come upon the region. In the north a great creeping bank of

snow which had once receded has begun to creep forward once again. This worries all the

elders and so do the young ones worry in kind. The last cold winter took many of the

people, young and old alike who had not enough food, or warmth to live out the winter. He
needs a strong totem animal to aid him to aid his people to survive and relocate to a wanner

clime. Feather's Edge sets his mind and heart to the task of calling a gTeat totem animal,

one that will range far and wide upon the land to guide his people. He begins to dose as the

night grows longer and darker, but he feels not the cool damp of the mist any longer and

feels bigger, stronger, bulkier somehow. He yawns and it is a growl that rumbles from his

throat. Startled Little Feather opens his dreamer's eyes to find his spirit cradled in the arms

of a great black bear. The bear grins if bears can so do. Its rough coat is not as rough and

coarse as the voice in which the bear speaks. "Little Feather, with me as guide, you will

hunt far and wide to great acclaim and find other settlements of your kind farther south. I

will guide and protect you as I have from your birth. 'Black Bear' is born this day." The

dreamer awakes and the boy is now a man. He dips his fingers into the black pot of clay

dyed by local black berries. His totem and name will be remembered well by his people

Two boys return to the encampment. An anxious father feels shame for his son still sits

upon the River Water, lifeblood of their people. He does not speak to the other fathers who
greet their sons as men this dawn. No one speaks to him. knowing that the totem spirits are

fickle and cannot be forced. They will gather and fish to await the night and the spirits'

will for the remaining boy. When the last boy has returned to them a man.

Here lies the hope of their tribe.

The day turns as the sun plods along and clouds descend to bring a short steady rain and then clear. Still the lone canoe rides the river

waves as the boy waits. He is hungry and wet. but dares not return. He shifts and closes his eyes, now sleepy and beyond caring he falls

into a sleep with the dusk. He feels a shift in the birch log and the waves stop rocking it. Little Cloud does not open his eyes. All

appears to slow, even time itself. Now he hears a slow deep voice, indistinct at first. "I think, you think; I know and you long for

knowledge; 1 have seen all and can tell all. will you listen. Little Cloud?" Little Cloud feels a cold sweat begin upon his skin; he shivers

and tries to see who is speaking. ""Who are you? Which Spirit? Why can't I see you?" He is afraid; this is not how he was told it would

be by his father and brothers. They had"awakened to see their figure in the sky. The sky was dark with no constellation to guide him.

"Try looking down into the water?" the chuckle is deep and not unkind, heaves his dugout strangely. Little Cloud struggles and rises

to gaze over the side, at first all he sees is the black and sometimes dangerous water of the river. Then a soft glowing amber light

beneath his canoe grows, and surrounds it. He no longer rides the river waves or current. "Great Turtle'
1" Little Cloud gasps in

amazement and even greater fear. "It is I. Your head has been so in the clouds that you did not feel me walking beside you all these

years. Ride upon me as I journey and I will teach you all." Little Cloud watched as the light dimmed and felt the invisible presence

brush against his side. He smiled and knew that his heart and head had been right all this time, so the Moon Turtle was bom that night

in the winter years of his tribe. He used the pot of red clay paint to claim his name and paddled back to the encampment that night.

'Ta'Om the Poet" by Leah Gilmour

The years have been many, a century, two or more, yet upon misty, dark nights in the dowiitown region of our town, if you concentrate

you can hear them even now. They were ancient and we know little about them, but we know their Spirit totems and their warrior

names. There by the river and beneath the green sloping grasses, they lay. the last of their tribe in our region. The soft rolling ridges

when seen from the air. the mounds in the form of the Badger. Bear and Turtle still tell their tale.



Overslept

by Antonia Barry

At 3 am my bed is rock

my mind-spring sticks

and my thoughts become a rat

trapped in a box, thought-claws scrabbling up

memory-dust to tickle and

annoy my night dreams.

Regrets settle into my eyes and

burrow behind my temples

revolving themselves

replayed rewound and relived.

Hurts spring fresh from long ago

old paper-cut comments sting again

intensified by lemon juice time.

Zombie longings resurrect and haunt

groaning their losses to the never-ending night.

A cricket chirp releases the spring

pillows soften

darkness melts

the alarm rings too soon.

"Fifth Lesson" by Benjiman Myers
We both never knew

by Brian Skol

I'll torture myself for all eternity. I'll make myself pay for everything I've done. You'll see.

I'll do it to myself. I'll take it all in and push it back out in your face so you can see me, and then I'll end it, because we both ended its life and no^

I'm taking mine. We both ended it, it's something we never knew. And something we were never ready for,

I know you hurt.

I do too, I know you feel like I abandoned you, I didn't. I was scared, I was alone, you weren't there for me like I needed you, so I left, and hoped

you felt the same. I left and got away from the pain that I feel inside. I miss something I never knew, I miss something I killed, am I better off? I'l

never know

And that's what tops it all off. I will never know.

I sit inside my self, and look up; it's dark like the night, and I'm waiting for something. Some sign of life, some indication of human existence,

somewhere.

I know it's here.



You will never be complete again. I'll never do that again. Not to anyone else. Never

Not especially to myself, and not everyone around me. I'll prove myself. And somehow get you back, I hope god remembers you, I hope he

brings you back, even if it's in place of me. It doesn't matter, I'll take that punishment, I'm sorry.

My heart explodes

It just sinks away..

I'm sorry.

For everything that happened.

For you not in my life.

You would be only a few months in this world.

A few months, in my life.

And I already miss you.

How bad will it be a year from now?

Or ten?

When you'd be going to high school and we would be talking, and building a friendship.

We'd get to know each other. And I'd worry about you.

Who knows what you would have become.

I'll hate myself forever because of this.

I'll hate myself, but ill still love you.

The memory of what you might have become.

It all washed away, into nothingness.

Into nothing.

My baby went.



Gracie

by Antonia Barry

You sway to the sound of your inner song

You dance and raise your hands above your head

To let your whole body feel the music.

Thumb in mouth, you draw a circle

Brooms at the top for arms,

Arrows dropping from the bottom are legs

Ears grow in the middle

A smiling mouth is the

Centerpiece of the masterpiece

It's a picture of me, of course.

Hair?

A brushfire bursts on my head.

Eyes?

Pinpricks peer at me,

Daring me to say

The world is too big to be seen through them.

Your inner radio plays a favorite tune,

And I am forgotten.

I put myself on the fridge with a magnet

And watch as you dance away

Lost in your world

Singing a ballad to a baby beluga.

Amusing

by Mary Sandona



Lord of the Skies

by Steve Barcus

Eyes of gold and a hood of white.

On grand wings this bird swoops down and takes

flight.

Its face is stern and its eyes see far.

No force can stop it, no holds can be barred.

Razor sharp talons and a beak that cuts deep,

are the only weapons this warrior does keep.

This bird will search from the sky for its prey.

It will see all, even from miles away.

Grand brown wings hold it up high and grant

speed.

It is a vision of power and splendor to see.

This bird has no master and needs no disguise;

For it is a raptor, an eagle, the lord of the skies.

"Untitled"

by Erica Solis

veronica named

the pint sized black cat blackie

descriptive genius

Untitled

by Mary Sandona



Ticket to Heaven

by Stan McCord

James Seamus O'Callahan awoke that fine spring morning and dressed in his very best. He wore his shiny black loafers, charcoal gray slacks, starched white

shirt and maroon tie. His sparse hair was combed perfectly and his face was shiny and smooth as lambskin.

He left his tiny apartment and strode down the freshly rain-wetted sidewalk to the center of the town. Well, he strode as well as a ninety-two year old man can

stroll. He took his time, stopped and smelled the new tulips outside the pharmacy, smiled at the pretty young cashier, watched the grocer roll out his bins of

apples and vegetables. Soon enough he was downtown, right across from the courthouse. There was a bus stop there, with a bright green wooden bench. James

Seamus O'Callahan settled his bony frame gently.

The morning sun cleared the tops of the stores and flooded the town square with spring light. Children ran through the square as they headed for school, their

laughter and shouts lingered behind them, unable to keep pace. James Seamus O'Callahan sat straight and steady, his faded blue eyes recording the birth of the

day. His dry old lungs filled with cool moist air, the sun kissed his lambskin cheeks, the wind tickled his ears. He chuckled at the memory of a dark-haired girl

who loved to tickle his ears.

All sorts of people walked past James Seamus O'Callahan, some noticed the dapper old man, some did not. Some stopped for a moment to offer a good

morning and wish him good health. James beamed at them and nodded his thanks, his right hand raised in blessing.

Before long another old man joined James. He was ancient, but not as ancient as James. He shuffled to the bus stop and groaned as he settled at the opposite

end of the green bench.

"Where does this bus go?" asked the second old man.

"This bus goes to Heaven today," James Seamus O'Callahan replied.

"What'd you say? Heaven? What damn foolishness is that?" The second man sneered at James.

"Well, I don't know where YOU'LL get off, but I'm taking it all the way, right to Heaven," James said.

"You're a damned fool. There ain't no bus to Heaven. Where did you ever get such a notion?"

"Seems to me 1 remember a story of someone taking a chariot ride to Heaven. Chariot's not too different than a bus, is it?" asked James.

"Oh, crap. What home did you escape from? You got Alzheimer's or something?" The second man looked around for someone younger to assist, someone with

authority over the old and infirm.

"Had a dream last night. A vision," James Seamus O'Callahan said. "
I was sitting right here, on just a morning, and the bus came to take me to Heaven. So 1

am here, I am ready."

"You have to be DEAD to go to heaven, bub. Sorry to have to tell you." The second man leaned towards James and squinted his eyes meanly.

"Enoch didn't die. He walked with God right up to Heaven, right up into the air. Can't walk too awfully good myself, so I guess God's sending a bus for me. I

can sit and look out the window. I like looking out the window as the world goes flashing by."

"So what you gonna do when the bus doesn't show up? Kill yourself? Throw yourself in front of a truck or something crazy?"

"Goodness no. I'll go home and come back tomorrow and the day after if I need to. I don't know for SURE if today is the day, but I just feel it. Everything

matches the dream exactly, except for you. You weren't here." James pointed his finger at the man, then flicked his wrist, sending a clear, but polite, message.

James leaned back against the bench and enjoyed the sunshine as it warmed his head.



The second man took the hint. He grumbled as he pulled his bones upright. He turned to sneer at James one last time. As he opened his mouth, a beautiful

young black woman came around the corner. She wore a modest but stunning red dress that showed all of her femininity without being revealing. Her hair was

done up in a maze of tight comrows. and gold earrings dangled from her ears and sparkled against the dark satin of her neck.

"Good morning!" She cried joyfully to James as she settled down on the bench. The second man hurrumphed at being ignored. He stepped closer and saw that

the girl's earrings were little golden harps. "You sure look nice this morning. You must be going on a trip," she cooed to James. James blushed deeply.

"I expect to, I'll find out when the bus gets here," James replied. "You going on a trip yourself1" he asked the beauty.

"Nope, just going home. Been hard at work all night long," sang the woman.

The second man snorted. He could imagine what the girl had been working at all night long. The girl heard the snort and turned her exquisite neck and peered

at the old man. He felt a loosening in his bowels, an ominous rumble, and gasped at the suddenness of the attack. He turned and headed down the street to the

cafe, and prayed he could make it in time. As he turned the corner, he glanced back, hoping that James and the girl were watching, so he could give them a one-

fingered blessing.

The bench was empty. The sidewalk was empty. The street was empty. They were gone.

The man's bowels lurched again, reminding him of his urgent needs. As he stepped hurriedly away, the pungent odor of diesel exhaust invaded his nostrils, and

he swore he heard a rumble and hiss, but that could've just been his stomach.

"Internal Struggle'

by Brian Skol



The Man in the Mirror

by Adam Thurman

The man in the mirror is not me nor I,

He is unrecognizable to everyone around

Eyes screaming for an identity with no hope in sight,

So frustrated and fed up wishing it was over

The man in the mirror can not find:

His Soul

His Heart

Or his Love...

Stumbling through life with guidance from above

He stands to a reflection, cold to the touch

With the burning fury seen only in his eyes.

A man with no face makes it hard to smile

Here is his heart battered and bruised

Here is his soul saddened and confused.

A man with no hope but the will to survive



'A Nice Diamond Ring"

by Melissa Wangall

Buy me things.

A nice diamond ring.

Shoes to match.

A nice satin sash.

Then Burn it all.

Throw it all away.

Keep shoveling dirt,

Into my open grave.

What now?

What more do I need?

A sympathetic ear.

A path to lead.

Contradict yourself.

Slip a ruby in my hand..

While you call a hearse.

Buy me things.

A nice diamond ring.

Shoes to match.

A nice satin sash.

art by Rachel Bommer



Colors

by Trent Steele

Yellow, magenta, cyan, and green;

Too ugly for your eyes to see.

Gray, yellow, orange, and white;

A picture that fills your mind with fright.

Purple, black, silver, and red;

A horror that fills your heart with dread.

The colors start spinning and your mind does a flip.

Having fun with crayons on an acid trip.

Haikus

by Erica Solis

souveniers from this

town are only Japanese

beetle bites and dirt

preparation h

might look like normal lotion

trust me, it is not
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